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THE L.1SF3 PICNIC 
or

Whither Wabash?

,.Q^—.Q^Hhi.CT3RS (And it is hard to find bigger characters than 
these)

ART it.j.-t - a Birdwatcher
M- DECKINGER - A mysterious bread collector 
F VvE Red Indians
FOCR Red Chinese
THRU Rud Martians
TWO Hud Herrings
ONE Redd Boggs (How many more do you want?)
CURT NSW TON - A former Captain
LEK MOFFATT* - A former Moonshiner
Tne Population of Upton, Wyoming
JOHN M. B-.iXTER - His nephew
3. Io EVANS - 1 ghost writer
HIMBaLL KINNISON - ''x,! (his mark)
ROBERT i... .HEINLEIN - A Guest of Honor
WEIRD 11Hj.ES ™ j-x Gus-t of Horror
Various fannish ghods such as Roscoe, Ghu, Willis.

(Note: Harry Warner, Jr. will demonstrate his famous '‘falling down the 
stairs routine.'' If you’re hip, this will break you up.)

ACT III .

(The fir At two acts were rather dull. Wo' sunt them to the blacksmith's 
shop to have them sharpened. Ho thought they needed new handles. I 
thought they were handled very well but decided not to use them anyway. )

Scene: The setting is ancient Atlantis which is no longer sotting but 
settled beneath the sea. For realism, however, tne action takes, place 
in a smoke-filled room in Chicago, Illinois. There enters from the 
front of the stage a Cohort of Xerxes and a Somewn^t Nebulous, Ecto
plasmic, And Rarlfiud Yazidi. They bow to the audience and then stare 
fixedly at the FIFTH row:

C.O.X.: Behold, out there, tne strange appearance of tne younger bro
ther of yon amazing old aristocrat.'

S.N.E.A.R.Y.; It is fantastic!

CURTAIN

*Len Moffatt refuses to appear in this play.

(Go on to the next page)
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I THINK HE’S GOT IT. I ran across a UPI story the other day con
cerning the progress being made with the process of translating Russian 
to English by using computers. It seems that there are only a couple 
hundred competent translators in the U.S. and most of them are over 60. 
Add to that the fact tnat tne best of them can only translate about 400 
words an hour and it becomes obvious that there isn’t much Kussian be
ing turned into English these days. However, computer work is progres
sing nicely and <^t tne present time is managing to turn out about 60000 
words per minute. All of which is interesting, I’m sure, but is only 
tne lead to wnat comes next. Naturally.

The story told very briefly 
that the Russian words were turned into a complex code tabbed to dic
tionary meanings, the code fed into the machines and (got ready, here 
it comes) ''in the swift Buck Rogorsish world of computers, too techni
cal to describe here1' came out of the machines as the English equiva
lent.

Ah Ha! Note the quoted phrase. This may be a clue as to way the 
readership of science-fiction has been declining. That crazy Buck 
Rogers stuff is getting too technical for people to understand.

I
Some 

of you have been kind enough to inquire as to what effect the current 
crisis has nad on my future. None so far. Tne laws authorizing the 
extending of enlistments apply only to those whose active duty tours 
expire before 1 July 1962 so they miss me b;y a couple of months. The 
Marine Corps indicates that it has no plans to implement involuntary 
extensions anyway as voluntary recruits are more than filling the quo
tas. (I knew that Public Information program would pay off.) As things 
now stand I’ll be back in the states about tne first of March.

Am I 
nervous? Of course not. I’m scared.

X
Noxtish will have the twice- 

postponed article on Samurai Swords (Alan Dodd is already waiting for 
it as his mailbox.). and.a cover by Rif Schultz. And maybe even some 
interior art. The material file is, as usual, empty and contributions 
are invited.

' i
The Yalo people in New Haven have put their computer to 

work studying superstition and the supernatural. Some 20,000 separate 
pieces of information about the supernatural wore fed into the machine 
for analyzing. The computer chewed tne information, shuttled it from 
tube to tube, and announced th-t ghosts are usually capricious, punish
ing, non-material, informal, travel through the air, and are derived 
from dead persons.

Egad. The wonders of science never cease.

Robin 
Wood’s new address: A2c Robin Wood, AF19655527, Box 133, 53xtd TCS, 
ABO 57, New York, N.Y. And he’s boon promoted, too. -Congratulations.

, ROY TACKETTnw
L. A. ONCE MORE -- IN SIXTY-FOUR (If it’s still there, that is.)
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' 4 FOR FEN

(What the Heart of the Old Fan said to the Sorcon; .

* by
H. W. ‘ SHORTFELuOW

Toll me not, you scornful grumblers, 
* Ffandom is a way of Life!*'

■ And that Noffors all arc bumblers,
All engaged in pointless strife.

fandom’s just a ghodamnod hobby!
■ Hugo-winning’s not our goal, '

•• As you’ll learn in bar or lobby 
” Of the con hotel you poll.

We still nave our dense of Wonder, 
• ' ■' -Though if’s not for yesterday’s

Splitting atoms all asunder; -
It's for pcople--and their ways.

Lives of others all remind us .
• Funs are humans and not slabs,

Though mundania defined us
■ As ''crazy . Buck Rogers fans*'. . r—- • ■ -

In th?j microcosmio hobby, 
in the crifanac of life, 
Be neither ashamed nor snobby! 
Bo a ghood fan in the. strife!

Tolerance and dense of Humor ' '
(Better weapons tnan a knife) 
Help dispel tne Nasty Rumor;
''Fandom is a Way of Life!*'

Fanzine pubbing, prozine reading,
• Letter-hacking (ignore Fate);

If my advice you are hooding, 
You will never gufiato!

*Not Harry Warner '
**Not Harlan Ellison wm

who wrote it? Was it Art -Rapp? Don Franson? Len Moffatt? Bruce Pel"?
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A RANDOM HISTORY OF JAPANESE SCIENCE-FICTION 
~5y

T ARUM1 ShIBaNO
I.

It has sometimes been said that Japanese literature and folklore 
are witnout any element of fantasy. It is true tnat they are not as 
rich in stories of fantasy and imagination as are the literature and 
folk-tales of the West but these elements are not completely lacking. 
Our mytnology, like that of the Occident, contains the story of Creation 
and is filled with tales of the lives and exploits of tne gods in hea
ven, on earth, and in Hades. We also have our fairy tales which, like 
tnose of the western world, contain some stories having fantastic ele
ments. (1) Of course I do not want to say that these stories are unique. 
They serve to illustrate that fantastic tales were accepted by the 
Japanese people of olden times.

In the 18th Century, when the government of the samurai was at its 
height, we had several authors with great imagination and a flare for 
fantasy. Bakin Takizawa(2) and KyodenjSanto were typical of them. 
Their works were commonly called "Kibyoshi" (Yellow Covered Book) and 
dealt with the weird and mysterious and'the supernatural but they were 
not the usual ghost stories. They were, rather, pure products of the 
imaginative and wondering spirit.

However, it was at the end of the 19th Century that the scientific 
novel began to develop in Japan. In 1878 "Around the World in 80 Days" 
by Jules Verne was translated into Japanese. I do not think that there 
were many skillful translators in those days but, nevertheless, the 
works of Verne were translated one by one shortly after they were 
written.

We can find in the background of the popularity of these stories 
tne development and change in Japanese society. Japan at that time was 
emerging out of tne feudal society of the past into a modern capital
istic nation. The inflow of science and technology of modern civiliza
tion created an interest in things of a scientific nature. Japan’s 
status at that time was rather near to that of the European countries 
which produced Verne. •

At tne beginning of the 20th Century Japanese writers themselves 
began writing original scientific novels. Perhaps. the most representa
tive of this group was a young writer named Shunro Oshikawa (1877-1914) 
who also edited a magazine titled BOREN SERAI (The World of_Adventure). 
his main works are Kaitei Dunken ("Undersea Battleship"), Kucnu Hikotei 
("Flying.Snip of tne Air"), and Shin Nippon To ("a New Island of Japan"). 
This period is considered a classic age of Japanese science-fiction.

Ruiko Kuroiwa, an excellent translator, created a vogue for foreign 
literature at this same time by his ability to translate them into very 
smooth and elegant Japanese. Among his many translations were three 
scientific novels. These were The Time Machine by H. G. Wells, The End 
of the World by Simon Newcomb and one novel of space travel the origi
nal of which none of us in Japan are able to identify now.

The 1920s were tne dawning of original Japanese science-fiction as 
distinguished from scientific adventure stories. During these years, 
Fuboku Kosakai, a doctor of medicine, wrote SF which was mainly con-
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corned with physiology. Taruho Inagaki became a famous fantasy writer 
and wrote ''One Thousand and One Seconds'1 among other tales. Kenji ivilya- 
zawa, a writer of tales for children, was not famous in his own life
time but after his death his works were recognized because of their very 
good imaginative writing and scientific prophecy.

In 1930 there appeared the greatest writer in the nistory of Japan
ese science-fiction. This was Juzo Unno. He was born in 1898. He was 
a graduate of Waseda University and worked as an electrical engineer 
for several years. Then he began to write SF. He wrote both for child
ren and for adults, stories that were purely scientific and very fan
tastic. Unno also wrote mystery and detective stories but most of all, 
until his death in 1949, he was the greatest autnor in the science
fiction field in Japan.

The magazine SHIN-SEIMEN(3), first published in 1920, was at the 
time the best outlet for detective stories and science-fiction. Like 
Fuboku Kosakai, Unno had his first stories published in this magazine. 
However, ne soon expanded ms scope and became a popular writer. I 
think some of his short stories are as good as those produced by major 
SF authors in the U.S. and England. I would like to give a brief sum
mary of some of his stories.

18-ji no Ongakuyoku (Music Bath at 18 O’clock) is a novelet of a 
future country under a dictatorship. The dictator requires all of the 
people to visit a neighborhood drug store at 18 o’clock each day where 
they are required to spend a few minutes in a vibrating chair. The vi
brations are tuned to remove all spirit of revolution from the psyche 
and keep the population docile.

P5--*- 5 dyoga—ki (The 5tn Glacial Epoch) increased volcanic acti
vity throughout the world fills the sky with great clouds of volcanic 
dust which forms a curtain and screens the earth from the rays of the 
sun thus bringing on another ice age.

Tawan Ningen Hoshiki (The Patent of the Multi-Handed Man) is a hu
morous story about an old inventor who develops a means of installing 
mechanical arms and hands on human beings. The story concerns his ef
forts to get his invention patented.

r „ Hai-Otoko J The Fly Man) is the nickname of a criminal who has arti
ficial arms and legs. He is a superman of crime because his metabolism 
Increases in efficiency since his body has no need to feed his arms and 
legs.

That Unno’s ‘’idea*’ storibs were written at that particular time is 
rather a miracle. He was ahead of his time. Now that he is dead we 
Japanese have no leading spirit in the SF field.

At about_the same period with Unno we had two other SF writers of 
note. Ikujiro Ran wrote several good idea*’ stories and Mushitaro 
Oguri contributed stories of unknown and mysterious places. Both are 
now dead. Other writers, such as Takataro Kigi, Udaru Oshita, and Ko
matsu Kitamura(4) also produced some,good science-fictional works al
though they were not primarily SF writers.

In the field of foreign SF, before the 2nd World War, we mainly 
read Jules Verne and H. G. Wells. The works of very few authors other
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than these two were translated. In 1929, Karizosha Publishing Company 
published a book wnich contained both '‘20,000 Leagues Under the Sea*’ by 
Verne and ‘'The War of the Worlds’1 by Wells. This book attracted many 
boys and girls in Japan and now, whenever SF fans who are more than 30 
years of age gather tney talk about the great impression made on them 
when they read this book for the first time..

In comparison to these two authorities, we SF fans in the world 
have no leading spirits, do we?

II.

The next step in the Japanese SF field came when tne 2nd World War 
was over and the paperback books read by the allied force soldiers 
filled the second-hand book snops.

This was a period of change, too, for American and European SF 
which were just casting off the skin of westernlike space opera on the 
variations of ghost stories and achieving a special place as a new type 
of literature. The main flow of science-fiction, which had begun with 
the praising of scientific civilization by Verne, passed through a per
iod of critique of tnat civilization, now arrived at a period of ser
ious and deep doubt about that civilization. This phase was studied 
and accepted by the SF fans in Japan.

It was only natural that tne editors who fell in love with this new 
form of literature should be enthusiastic to introduce it to the public. 
However, the first attempts at SF publishing were rewarded with com
plete disaster--it did not sell.(5)

host of the Japanese readers could not accept the new stories as 
science-fiction. The stories appeared so fantastic and reasonless, that 
the older fans were hard put to find something concerned with ''science'1 
in them.. However, after some study the now stories were accepted as 
a natural result of the development of science-fiction and as time went 
by serious novels, such as Nevil Shute’s "On the Beach" were welcomed 
one by one. The first publishing venture which really succeeded was 
tne series of "Hayakawa Fantasies" brought out by the Hayakawa Shobo 
Publishing Company beginning in 1957. About 30 books have been publi- 
sned in this series so far, mostly reprints of well-known American 
stories.. The most popular books in Japan are "The Puppet Masters" by 
Heinlein, "Martian Go Home" by Brown, "The Illustrated Man" and "Tne . 
Martian Chronicles" by Bradbury. "On the Beach" and Fadlman’s "Fan
tasia Matnematica" are also popular.

Several good Japanese science-fiction writers have developed .since 
tne end of the war but none have yet reached the popularity of Juzo 
Unno although some of tneir works nave come up to his in quality.

Snigoru Kayama wrote the original version of the.movie "Godzilla" 
and his works are mainly concerned with monsters (such as men with 
tails and women with wings) rather than being true science-fiction.

Klmifusa Abe is a communist writer who has written many fantastic 
critiques of society in a future setting. His main works are "Dai-shi 
Kampyoki"(The 4th Interglacial Period) which concerns a scientist who 
predicts tne coming of tne 5th Ice Age and of another group of scien
tists working m secret to produce a race of men with gills so that 
people can live in tne sea; and "Namari no Tamago"(A Leaden Egg).
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This latter is the story of a man who was stored, in cold sleep in a 
container made of lead for many years and awoke in tne far future to 
find the world apparently ruled by vegetable men. He is told that hu
man beings are kept as slave animals. He escapes from the vegetablo 
men and discovers that the humans are tne true rulers of the world and 
that the vegetable men are merely a social experiment.

Shin-ichi Hosni is our most popular writer of SF now and works 
mostly in.the short-short story style. _He has had_two books published, 
"Jinzo Bijin"(A Man-Made Beauty) and "Yokoso Chikyu-san"(Good Morning, 
Mr. Earth) each of which contains 30 or more of his short-short stories. 
Hoshi has also written a non-fiction book which illustrates life and 
is considered to be very heretical. He quoted much from the SF field 
in this book.

Masao Scgawa writes science stories for children but his works are 
noted for their scientific accuracy. His main books are '’Kasel Ni 
Baku Hana'1 (The Flowers of Mars) and "Hakucho-za 61-bansei"(61 Cygni). 
Segawa is also a noted illustrator and has written a non-fiction book 
about science and tne Astronauts.

Others in the field who are now writing professionally or develop
ing into good writers are Jojiro Ok ami who is an air force test pilot 
and has written some SF movies, Tetsu Yano wno first introduced post
war American SF, Tetsuo Saito, Joichi Hikage, Mi chio_Tsuzuki, Takashi 
Mayumura, Yo Sano, Toshitaka Tsutsui, and Ichiro Kano.

In an effort to provide a place for the development of original 
Japanese SF writers and to provide story-hungry Japanese fans with tales 
by Japanese writers I began publishing the fanzine UCHUJIN ("Cosmic 
Dust") in May, 1957. Tne magazine was_welcomed by more than 100 fans 
throughout the country and now our Uchujln Club is the largest SF Club 
in Japan. We have sent several writers, including Shin-ichi Hoshi, 
into the professional field and about half of those listed above are 
now members of the club.

Another remarkable club was recently established in Osaka.' This 
is the Null Club which has about 30 members. The club’s fanzine, ti
tled "Null" is itself a very pretty one. "Null" was first published 
in May, 1960, and is issued four times a year. The editor is Yasutaka 
Tsutsui.

The first professional SF magazine published in Japan was named . 
SEIUN("Nebula"). It appeared in December, 1954, and the first issue 
contained four reprints and three original Japanese stories. There was 
no second issue. It is said the magazine failed because it was then 
too early for public acceptance of a magazine devoted entirely to SF.

In February, 1960, Hayakawa Shobo Company which had succeeded with 
the "Hayakawa Fantasies" series of books brought out SF MAGAZINE which 
is the Japanese reprint version of tne American FANTASY’ & SCIENCE 
FICTION. The editor is Masami Fukushima and the magazine has been suc
cessful so far. Although SF MAGAZINE consists mostly of American re-, 
prints it does provide a small outlet for original Japanese writers by 
publishing one or two original stories each month. Some of the general 
magazines occasionally print a science-fiction story but we have no 
prozine devoted solely to the publication of Japanese SF.
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FOOTNOTES;
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wao was carried to an undersea paradise on the a rnrrin
F-hen he returned to his seashore he found that 300 years had passed

Brilliant Girl) is the story of , - P^aed.
moon, was brought up as the daughter of poor parents t 
of th^ 3°me rornances wito the Emperor’and
of the nobility before returning to the moon.

SwifJt^?hreTd °ne W°rk °f Bakin T^izawa wnich closely 
Swiit's The Journeys of Gulliver."

erased publication in 1950, however, the 
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and is a good vehicle for detective stories and

(4) Iakataro Kigi is the pennamo 
doctor. He is also famous 
mainly for his detective stories, 
was famous during the days of the 
air battles.

fairy tales are Urasnim&, tde story of a fisherman 
back of a big turtle and,

a girl who camo from the 
is, and became rather 

* ---- 1 other members

resembles

magazine 
similar

some SF.
to it

of Takashi Hayashi, a prominent 
sJa mystery writer. Udaru Oshita is

Komatsu Kitamura is a dramatist and
war for his novels about aviation and

medical 
known

(5).The first attempt at re-print
1^50 by.oeibundo Publishing Co., w±iXUn ui-ougnt out a series of books 
X ?SksSdurto°?tcFo? taVs” ?nGRIES- TWa Series S*°pPeti afte* 
that but the next*
company wnich brought out the foliowins book.., 7 engonsna Publishing 
Return to Tomorrow by L.R. Hubbard

_ Puppet Masters by R. a . Heinlein 
What Mad Universe by F. Brown 
Out of the Deeps by J. Wyndham 
An Earth Gone Mad by Roger Dee 
Dark Dominion by David Duncan 
Fahrenheit *±51 by R. Bradbury 
A Man Obsessed by A. E. Nourse

' publishing after the war was made in 
which brought out a series of books

-------This series stopped after

following books: 6
The Martian Chronicles, Bradbury 
Earthlight, A. C. Clarke 
Man from Tomorrow, W. Tucker 
Brainwave, Poul Anderson 
Revolt in 2100, Heinlein
The Green Hi;.is of Earth, Heinlein 
put of tne Silent Planet, Lewis

by Mle poX*rGkettThe Big Jump

takumi shibano
same sound ad in -©iglisli'^beDt11^?1^*’1?' Japanese, haVe generally the
pronounced a3 ln g* F?

:aXd-^?A
marked vowel^-t^r^T^a^beld ’alU9 M

w.

Borne Notes on Pronunciation

RT
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Apparently they haven’t caught him yet. Here is 
' THE 1 3 KJ HO irtARD ■

by
Los 0ample

Nostalgia is a rather depressing thing when carried to extremes. 
Any day now I’m expecting to pick up a fanzine with an article about 
FAMOUS FANTASTIC FUGGHEaDS MaGaZiNE, featuring Tom Swift and his Flying 
Wheelchair or something similar. " °
t ■ Anyone wishing to become a charter member of the Committee For The 
Denouncement of the Publication in Fanzines of Articles Devoted to Old 
Pulp Magazines <nd Comic Books is invited to communicate directly with 
me. Pl.uns are to enlist tne aid of an army of deros to no Ip combat the 
mcnance, wmeh threatens to completely overwhelm fandom, anyone for 
deros? •

When I decided to purchase Fred Brown's latest collection of snort 
stories, Nightmares und iJ-cozenstucks, I noted with some distaste that 
Bantam hcid hiked tne price up to 40/. Ace has followed suit with their 
’’Double Novels." ■ ■

Dell Comics are not to be outdone, though. They now charge 15frf 
ior a 32 page magazine that no one in nis right mind would pay even a 
dime for. Unless the American people arc oven crazier than 1 nave al
ways assumed, UNCLE SCROOGE won't have a circulation of 1,000,000 very 
much longer. J

After reading in XERO 5 that Sturgeon's Some of Your Blood was 
based on an actual case nistory from an Army neuropsye-hlatric hospital, 
I'm beginning to wonder if my choice of jobs was particularly wise. I 
don't think thc.it there are any patients quite that bad on the ward where 
I work, but.......... ’ ■

According to my calculations, you might—or might not--be interest
ed to know 137 different fanzine titles nave been published this year, 
not including one-snots and apazinsq. Anyone know the figures for years 
in the recent past?' A comparison might bo interesting.

.. Si and politics do mix! Kurl E. Mayer's The New America, sub
titled "Politics .and Society in tne Age of tne Smooth' Deal", features 
a chapter on utopias. . Among tne books mentioned are Brave Now Vnorld, 
3=984, Player Piano, Fahrenheit 451, and The Space Merchants*
The rest of tne book is pretty interesting, too.

The most obscene word In the English language is "re-enlist".

. People are funny, aren't they? it hasn't been long since Henry 
Miller's Tropic of Cancer was published m the U.S. for the first time, 
but it hcis already become a financial success, judging from tne best- ’ 
seller lists. Tne funny thing about it is this: I'd'be willing to bet 
that the people who were tne loudest and quickest to denounce it as ob
scene were tne first to rush totneir local bookstore, plonk $7.50 on 
tne counter and creep stealthily home for an evening of spicy reading.

1 read Tropic of Cancer about two yc-rs ago .and found it to be en
tertaining and realistic although it does tend to overemphasize sex 
somewhat. I. wouldn't pay $7-.-50 for it though. It's no bargain at that 
price. ... . '

Help .stamp out reality. Attend tne church of your cnoice this 
Sunday. SAMPLE' mtn
page 11 DYNATRON



and that

i/ome out from Dehind that

DOn rtC5’ 3908 FrlJo, Covina, Calif. Irregular. Avail - 
adiltlSn to the H ”3td0(is or for co.mewretlve^tumpa" This

■ Z u flooh oi ianzmes was not entirely uncxoectod >ind -.q 
expected, it promises to be a good one. Don’s fVii™ 7* been waiting for him to give bfrtn to i i
?“r oSnJ thS“' 1Sy0Ut 13 «ood and Sotorlnl io“?n-
tioJq r^tlcul^ly amusing are the quotes of Lasfsian converse 

production of

‘“"orico^li -t'T'3 ''tclne™ey> 81 Ivy Drive, horldon, Conn. Irregular.
-o price listed* irom tne nabFS to a White Slave in two fmz reviews 
kZS-As F “ s~" .’s&S?

ih^bh?LiS an ^n2nymous one-shot put out by someone who is a Neffer and 
BBSS BT

ul can and identify yourself. 
%

b'. Belknap, Fort Worth 11, Tex. Irregular, 
methods. This contains a longish article on

- s~-Nikola Tesla. Tesla.’s name usually
■ t» £e:,3ina S g““r-
tnose dav“n°onaB tt-Ir t?naora2 *° 3°om t0 be setting rather wide-spread 

esc nays uw, BottyK, I mean around the world not around the hin- t 
AS AA^t'A-""17 W°Uld 30em a ?hlt

onicioo t.i^ sti/fennisn doings in various parts of tne s-lobe woniri 
^-•■ve a wortnwnile purpose. Nice layout and reproduction 'R’arl but that p.rta=ui.,r typeface on that dark blue papS? 1? to rindl

POIoON #2. David Crossen, 44 Perry St., New York 14, N.Y. Irreeul^r
PriC® lls*ed- Manning Draco in a famine? I always imew hc?d mX* 

Joad3on <jid Tom Harper discuss stfzines, present and past 
gX1 Wsof/n ^noral disagreement with bo th’of them. ?omPsX 
sets tXt; make it: iiterary which presumably off?
XziSf piiajses w

j uixe ibiub look ov baUiXY. Something ought to.

as usual, the fanzines listed herein do not even make a noticorhi-
3 X nF

Hl

KARMA #2. 3arl Noe, 3d04 
■ 15p or the usual non-cash ____

one of my favorite forgotten people 
brings a blank look from people

• ated. ir~ - -1-- - - ■ - -_    * kJ VU.U UO 
voted to international fandom?

DYN .THON
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Input to the Dynatron
+ -■+•—r —+-+-+
- SIGNAL VOLTaGE + 
+ -+—+ --1- -+ t- _ _

334 N. NORMANDIE AVE. 
APT. 224
LOS ANGELES 4, CALIF.

It is no doubt, in your eyes, with disgusting 
am writing a letter of comment on 
Inasmuch as it amove here- yester- 
and I are writing to it today, it 
~ j concern. Like, what is

DYNATRON #6.
day, the 12rd 
is a matter of grave 

- are answering so soon, 
/l thought maybe it was

''Marinating11 thi

wrong with me that I 
Guilt feelings.
I got a big kick out of

fining for puns, you have run up a sizable sum.
I liked the cover. ”

you. She is more than slight!

gin feelings. RT$
s time. By Anne’s system of

Nancy Rapp to do a cover for 
— T"'" I ^CUi c^^Biitly interested in things Japanese. She’s 

nLSOme. ?°°d under her nam° ana under a Japanese name of Kabu. 
The article by Den Yoshimitsu sort of tantalizes. I’d like to see 

English translations of the work of Juzo Unno. They sound like rell Sen 
,Lkf J?nd°r 3t°rlea wiei ths «ndOpful Japanese artist™ of ! 
oniht °r 1V°ry carving, the flavor of Japanese science-fiction 
ought to be marvelous.

Somehow, the article by Ed Gorman doesn’t turn on any flow of counter 
or supporting invective. Or anything. I don’t quite sle the SmpoXice 

the argument. Maybe I should’ve, read the Bester review in F&SF. I
HnnK1i°°kGa 2 fece]?t issues but found it not in those. Frankly, I 
d012 t know whether to disagree with Bester or Gorman. The crux of the 
matter seems to be DISTORTION. Of the. real world. What is the re-1 
TOrl« “ *2 t0 avoryone of Nothing oFtle rea? »o?M 13
more distorted than what we see on television for the most part, and un- 

11 recently, most all of Hollywood type motion pictures. The real 
world is essentially different to each person. Through his senses in
to his bram, what there is is nls uniquely. There are vast overtly 
similar areas m societal acceptance of ways of life, behavior, socie
tal interaction. But.each person may have an entirely different, some- 
imes diametrically different, interpretation and reaction. If it goes 
oo ar afield, they break down because of the frustration and inability 

vidu-listiP°-tn r°Ubt bG3ter!s statement nolds up. What is more indi
vidualistic in form of expression than poetry? Bo why does prose nave

3t°ry ““ 3 ba41C’ foundation nocap-
t^ole to the bulk of tne readers. From there, as in, say any mystery 
or Historical novel, it transcends tne experience of the reader. He'has 
to accept i t no matter what happens... and does...because all he knows is 
what tne writer is saying or what he’s read by other writers.
„ Person operates uniquely to personal reaction situations from
ilat tires to love affairs. Sure,, everybody changes the flat, if he can. 
but what goes on in his mind, the way the flat affects the immediately 
subsequent events, etc, is different. Why should a story Have to fit 
any particular stereotyped set of '’realness'’? And science-fiction 
whose foundations are more free than any other outside the realm of po
etry, should not be tabbed as '’distorted'1. I'd have to see what stories 
are supposed to have been distorted to work into this in more detail. 
But take Starsnip for instance. What distortion there? What world 
could be more distorted^from ours? In a way it is distorted in that the 
basic ideas of eating, living, sleeping, loving, fighting, fighting to 
gain goals, are tne same yet vastly changed from tne way we do. Why? 
Ihe environment was utterly different. Yet we nave to accept tne world 
aldiss made in his story. And the way he made it is completely accept-
Page 13 DYNATRON



COX, cont'd
die, logical and believable as far as anything like that can go with

er v actauo. experience.
This I use for an example, 

agree with Gorman. 7 _ '
fiction and fantasy are i_ 
necessary crafts to the working in tne field? 
It gets quite jumbled, 
created is in the round 
it need be. for life, _ ... xo CXie
ent, distortion from the way it was not long ago.

CH AN GE is always there.

I guess, now that I think of it, that 1
I guess tne part in which I disagree is that science 

nojt dependent on exaggeration and distortion as
-> Or something like that.

Mainly, I think that m each story, the world 
complete in itself and is as much like life as 

ven as we know it, is entirely changing, differ
- -- - -----« ■ It just goes back to

tne old incessant haw: CHANGE is always there. There are alternates 
to every possible scene. Stories are/should be equally free as forms 
of expression as poetry* Or am I getting too muddled!

That-there owl-like creature which is not a picture of me docs get 
some reaction in this house. Anne collects owls. She loves owls.

Ok, Ok, so wno is hex de Winter? Something tells me' that it is some
body named something other than Hex de Winter. At any rate the mechan
ics oi the story weren't bad. Dialog handled well enough and all that 
but when.Gerald asked for a chemistry set tne day Bobby's big brother ’ 
bashed him ALL was revealed. But I'm for more stuff like this. Serious 
attempts at fiction.

Right now, I've got to stop while we go sec Gary Cooper's last pic
ture, ''The Naked Edge11 and tne co-feature, "Journey to the Center of 
the Earth4 with, goshwow, Pat Boone! Wow. Yes.

It is now the next day and we arc 324 kilometers down in the caverns. 
,,nd our pocket—transistor radio just went out. How we gong keep up with 
the baseball scores' now?

/ke-x de Winter has two heads presently separated from each 
other by about 7,000 miles. And a neck like that will put 
any giraffe to shame. yBob Mills recently asked for sugges
tions for stories for F&SF and since he's already reprinting 
from the French version of the magazine maybe we can get him 
to pub a few Japanese stories, too. I've sent a letter sug
gesting that and if a few more people cto tne same he might 
look into tne situation. RT#

LELAND BaPiRO _ _ 1 cannot express my disappointment in you,
c/o DEPT OF MATHEMATICS personally, after seeing your comment ap
ORaNGE COUNTY STATE COddEGE ponded to Jon White's review in the latest 
FULLERTON., CknIF. , Dynatron. I mean, specifically, your re

mark that ''...I should have sent this back 
with the other stuff.1’

Actually JVV s article was superior to many of the items appearing 
lately in Dynatron—e.g., your own thought-deadening remarks about "li
terature'1 in the January issue (page 41)--but.in any case, if you dis
liked it, you wore at liberty not to print it. Once having printed it, 
however, you could have been courteous enough to omit the malicious 
comment.

tSurely, the meanness of such an action reflects more severely on the 
editor than on any particular contributor.

^One of the disadvantages of the printed word is that remarks 
made in jest are often misunderstood since verbal inflection 
cannot be reproduced on paper. No malicious intent in my com
ments on White's roview--lf 1 had really thought it bad I would 
not have printed it. As to my own "thought-deadening remarks 
about literature1'(Egad, Dynatron not only kills mimeographs, 
it is also fatal to thougnts), I refuse to take credit or blame 
for anything that appeared on the 41st page of an issue which 
contained only about 28 pages when I mailed it. RT$
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CRAIG COCHRAN 
467 W. 1ST ST. 
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ. Borno of them I road but 

Most of tnose read wore 
iway (if you want to call it that) but

After I decided to sorta get away from it all the 
fanzines kept coming in. ‘ 
most went into a drawer.
just filed a1- „ ‘__ uxxciu muu

R°?GJJMt3S ? feel an urge to do something ratner than"just"loafiAg"Around. 
But the main reason I'm commenting on your zine is that, due to approach- 
mg school, I'm getting all nervous over the fact that I must work for 
nine months. So rather than bite my fingernails down to mere claws, 1 
decided to relax by reading Dynatron. Of course, now I end up racking 
my scoedoodle over this letter of comment. Which means I'll end up

pother night's rest. But it's for the betterment of the world, 
and I must attempt to help secretary of State Rugk in bettering foreign 
relations, and I must aid Secretary of Defense MacNamara in keeping our 
lonely servicemen overseas happy by writing them letters. You've got
ten me- so worked up that I think I'll run as a liberal for the U.S. Sen- 
fl6* 3 who've I got to oppose me except Barry Goldwater and
stewart Udahl?

You seem to be taking 
ferent than others, 
on articles 
side 
you, 
cuse

I
in Japan 
cky they 
in Japan

after Ted Pauls in having certain copies dif
. Hqw many times now have people come up commenting 

uad stories that never so much as appeared inside or out-" 
covers? I do believe, sir, tnat it's getting out of hand for 
as tne Arizona Highway Patrol says, "There's absolutely no ex
losing absolute control over your1’ fanzine. —
wondering if there happened to be anything resembling fandom 
an<a now here you come around to reveal everything.. You're lu- 
huven't arrested you, but then I hear they take public baths

.. - anyway. Tnis fandom, though, seems to be sparkled with enthu
siasm and originality which exceeds wnat seems to be going on in Ger
many, even.

the 
and 
for 
was

Fennie Palmer: Do I know'you from somewnere? Dja ever live' in Ari
ZOna’ maybei I'm wondering if you're serious aoout discussing annelids 
cnordata, and mollusca. I find the Echinodermata far more fascinating 
than either of those phyla. After all, what's an ol' shellfish? Per
naps you re interested in Mah&yana Buddhism, though?
. I notice that you are navin- somewhat of a time keeping your column
ists m line; I near that Dorothy Kilgallen is looking for a new outlet 
to ner writing abilities. I suggest you contact her. ' Bhe' s regular 
(except during her vacations) and every column she's written has been 
as hilarious as 'The Lone Hanger.11

/Things do seem to be getting a bit out of hand. I'm begin- 
ing to wonder just what does happen to Dynatron after I post 
it. People who aren't on tne mailing list wriU 
on material I didn’t run quoting pages that don't exist, 
this goes on it might get confusing.
f anz ine• KT/

it. People who aren't on tne mailing list write me comments 
. ______ If

Dynatron, the variable

oJao J of a®reG wlth y°ur complaint about too much
^62 ^aNTa ana bT. trivia in reports in fanzines. It is too bad in a 
bOUTH GaTi, CALIF. way, in view of the cases you cite, as I think John 
. . . . stone has a really fine writing style. His trouble
being that he does put everything into his reports. But it all boils 
down to my.own sad complaint tnat there is just to many fanzines. Al
most anything by anyone can find print. I suspect that some fans spend 
so much time writing that they never get to read at all. Maybe it's 
just me, and I've become jaded again. But how do you tell the differ
ence between boredom and surfeit?
. In view of your remarks about the Japanese version of F&SF, I wonder 
if it would be possable to publish a magazine in English over there and

Page 15
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SNEARY , co nt * d
and import it into tnis country. I suspect there must tie to high a duty 
or something or this doge would have allready been used by some of the 
shoe-string outfits.

Gad, argements about who is the biggest letterhack. Oh, I can remem
ber the day when letter-hacking was a real Art. Little do these noo- 
fans know the joy and effort that we had when Lettcrhacks were Pros. Or 
at least you wrote for the pros. I don't see how anyone could tell who 
is the biggest hack in fanzines...for who can be sure of getting them 
nil. 1’11 bet even Warner misses a few. One thing the LoC payment po
licy has done, though, is force a lot of old timers into activity. Of 
course, anyone fretting a letter from a Pro uses it so many a Pro is ap
pearing in fanzine letter columns.

/l agree that Johnstone has a fine writing style and I en
joy reading his work. It could use some trimming, though. 
#Lettcrhacking for the prozincs was an art--one that took 
a lot of effort. The competition was terrific and getting 
a letter printed was something of an achievement. RT#

REDD BOGGS 
2209 HIGHLAND 
MINNEAPOLIS, :

। PL,NED 
21, MINN.

nces of the East.

oo solly. My first thought, whon I beheld the 
cover of Dynatron #5, was that you, like many 
another impressionable fan, hud fallen, chop
sticks over pigtail, under the Mysterious Influ

course I did not suppose you nad joined a Zen 
j^dy group, or had written fan fiction in the form of a Noh play or 
ncxd painted a delicately pornographic monochrome on porcelain. I* sun- 
posed rather that you had published another of those Orientalized Ln. 
llnff3 rnr»nf ad (to.’"®3tcrn °y®3) from back-to-front. Closely rosemb- 
ling, 1 iancy, a spitting imago of Maitreya, the Laughing Buddha I too lo«o ri^tsldeupht C boX of 
Well5 sir I^trf< rin<tomyaGlf trylnf t0 road print that was upside-down.

-f,r’ TX tricd to carry on indulgently, like a loyal reader should 
1 supposed that back-to-front and upside-down was the l^t-st’ 

oubud fad in exotic old Iwukuni. But aft^F two or three HouJs of silent 
the 1 foan^ niy spitting image slobbering into that of Shakyamuni 
readina^Dvn-trnn 2%^ tO S±Ve UP’ solved the problem by

b ding Dyndtron 5 while standing on his head. RTjf ’ J
cow’lLo rea^everyt4^g in Dynatron #5, except the front
to Wk.8 But i?re£eZt?y w°SVt21t°^y.Wa7-

It was a pleasure to find Chrvst- 1 <.+■' lanai- .
3?e3abvalloyainOth .aXlthtU8tl I’d “ ®aad® doubbful wbethor the?e°is a ' 
Axieo zxs of territory kn°™ “

onAelid ft8™ Tac?kett» y°u liiay have a point (keep your garrison c p
Sgg and sSch °f "di^al trfialiflX™ Son
•'De oustibus^ ?hnd B r' Brownin8> 1 taink it was, once said,
4-u pilous (-nd a few other things too, that I have forrmtf n i t ? °-5 mor°I'rntortainiBOyC?n °“tbox »■*» bl-dof and liif was

-13

SZseXm/Z hZXYlf-J T? °« to
remembered stSg oA mXXXZ ??ZX “ readily'
trivialities'' of that particulaj time‘and pijco SXastXiZ I?1™®1 
certain 3iBn4.flo.anoe, for why should trivlSlJwL up Xt wy? “ .

a far 
trip,
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BOGGS, cont'd. ■
There must be some reason. If tne writer can isolate the reason, his 
work may contribute to the solution of the riddle of life; anyway the 
attempt nas fascination in itself. And if the writer can describe to 
Uj nis response to whatever details of his space-time sojurn that buzz 
in ais memory, it doesn't matter much whether tno stimulus was a sweaty 
moment over missing airline tickets or a golden hour of egoboo during 
which one is presented with two (count 'em) Hugos, for the best fanzine 
and I or tne best sf novel of the year. Convoy that response in all its 
iresnneggs and immediacy to the reader, and the reader will be satisfied 
no matter wnat the occasion.

I agree, of course, tnat most writers, in or out of fandom, are like- 
!y to turn in a better job of describing their reaction to the receiving 
of two Hugos in unhour. And maybe trivialities ought to be avoided for 
aa reason. But it is the response, and the delineation to the re

sponse, tact counts, and not tne particular stimulus, a dirty bus stop 
cm bo captured in words that will bring a reader up short, feeling all 
tno sensations of a dragon walking up your spine and breathing white 
fire on your scalp. Damn it, nothing is ’’mundane", if you open your 

. eyes and your pores and lot the sensation beat against you and through 
you. Dickens' London slums in Oliver Twist must have been horrifying 
to live in, but to read about arc more wonderful than anything you will 
meet in 193 books of verse by Victorian ladies about butterflies and 
buttercups.

Gio Scognamillo writes very well; his article would do credit to one 
whose native tongue is English. Only a few inaccurately used idioms 
intrude noticeably: for example, some of Maurice Renard's scie'nce-f ic- 

by all means, good stories." I suppose he means that they 
are, ' in any case'* or "at any. rate," good stories. But such small 
touches add a flavor I like, and I trust Gio doesn't omit them; ’ that 
would be a loss, by all means. It would be tempting to derive some con
clusions from Gio's remarks on De La Hire, Renard, and Rosny to the ef
fect that science fiction on the Continent ran closer to traditional 
lines, those of tae "lost world" travelog, because.science and technolo
gy on tne continent hadn't been raised to the level of romance in the 
popular mind, as they were in tae U.S., despite Jules Verne's work. But 
after all these French sf stories must be very much like many of the 
stories, in the-Munsey magazines of the same era. Still, we had Frank

1 w°nder if” there was such gadgetry in any popular Continen
tal si? Even Verne, despite his submarines and balloons, sticks large
ly to travelog and relies on the setting to provide the "wonuers."

Rex de Winter is the first writer since Van Vogt to say an encourag
ing word about people with third—eyes in the middle of the forehead. " 
Of course, unlike Mr M.auory in this yarn, I don't wear a hat, but I 
keep my hair combed low in front. Thanks to Rex de Winter I'm going to 
the barber's tomorrow and ask for a crew cut. From tne use of a couple 
names for off-stage characters in this story, I suspect that it was 
written by Moffatt himself perhaps, or maybe MBgt.L..Ri Tackett.

At this late date I’m suddenly struck by a wonderful idea about a. 
perfectly hilarious scene tnat could have taken place when you visited 
tne .uaSFS. Knowing you have something to do with radios, one*of the 
LaSFS members could have mentioned Kuttnor's "Tne Twonky" and said
Gosh, just imagine a console radio that doos the dishes!" And you 

could have replied, "why,that's nothing. I've"got a Chrystul set at 
home that not only does the dishes but does my mimeograph work while- 
I'm out of tae country." .

Xi°u Can put a nickle in .tae kitty for that one. Egad, I 
didn't think you were old enough to remember reaches. ^RT#
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■d like to run all letters received but, if I’m going to keep to 20 
noils i’ll end up with a letterzine, Condensed Comments: DICK FINCH 

suggests one of tne smaller communities in LA County for 04 due to the 
parking problem in LA proper; wonders about Japanese rocket experiments. 
;“3ta®erTa, are used for weather research; have 'readied 100 km....

x>.iH.GknTRY testiiies that DINaTkoN is waterproof, a rainstorm turned his 
copies of YANDKO and XSRO to soggy masses by DYNATRON shod the water. 
Lo longer printed on swamp gr^ss paper, Ken, we’ve gone to cactus fiber 
paper...DON ANDERSON wants to know how long it takes tne average Japan- 
®So raa(ier to earn ¥150 to purchase SFMAG. About 1 to 2 hours? Don, it 
appends on several tilings...DON FITCH makes triple sure of receiving fu
ture Dynatrons by subscribing, trading, and LoCing...BETTY KUJAWA sug
gests an itinerary for tiie isle of Man mermaid including TV appearances 
pSn! nr-ifej- diaaSj®?3 Wlta Burns on tne Black Mass; and tells 
t ,taat tilQ material with the greatest strength to weight
ratio no a Fiaytex Living Bra...LES SAMPLE lined the de Winter yarns 
says FANTOME 2 is about ready to roll, and quotes a del Key article con- 
cluritn? Jaa.c^iatlVQ effects of radioactivity in the atmosphere con- 
in^ if°i^trf r }lve past a^e of 75. Kignt now I’m wonder-

a J7; ,/iaa address: RFC William Leslie Sample, 
pa (3416), Valley Forge General Hospital, Phoenixville
^lii^ton’s ^lp’s.articla .and the de Winter fiction; finds’
liin ?h / lattero U refreshing change, and suggests that Alan Burns 
ji m the i>.o sic rue i ans.. .DOROTHY HARTWELL curtsies to Al Lewis for nis 
comments, wants more de Winter yarns (tnare will probably be a few" more) 
and reports that sne has fallen down, suffered 101 gnat bites (you been 
71r1^in'Q:™?OUth Dotty?), and has managed to successfully smash

x2"r+.n^, <Pf3S j3’ • •BAN MOFFATT liked tne two-color cover on y6 and savs 
tnut the Hiroshima item in #5 is even more shuddery m viow of the cur- 

is;. ..ROBIN WOOD nas been posted' to Germany thereby leaving tne 
al ;>at Swamps completely devoid of fen; wonders about Gerfandom. Contact 

^f^^cnen, Bargstrasso 10, Postfucn. 50, orXlmut
a-^'m^Qu^Uniandstrasse, utiort/Eick, (22a) nrs. moors, Robin... YNGVI 

some of 
Coulson

,, - . ■
Juanita is reading the latest FA1A mailing and hiccuping.. 

tnoso mailing comments are pretty strong.1’ o11Plz

ell ro2°-™n^a books, Meeting at a Far Meridian
v^r Lth?, 3tory OX a cosrilic W pxiysicist on the v..ry
r™r? vf th& WUy’ a grouP of Japanese physicists and an 
report that all cosmic rays appear to be coming from tne direc 
tn^ threat Andromeda oalaxy rather tnan from i ’ ” ' '
previously thought. ) Man, God, and Magic by Ivar Lisser'snould”L™^7 IH-Sitor^olgy. Stempt io
. ancient man was monotheistic. His proofs do not come off
too well but ms descriptions of the Taiga, that vast wild area of for- 
cot end marsh and frozen plain in Northeast Asia, and of the Orochons 
f -sfinatim°tn°tf'^CF;nt pooplos wjao i^bit this inhospitable area, ar 
emst for th Stf uthors nave dresmed up some strange worlds in their 
t^n J? ttt fantastla but It is difficult to think of any stra 
tnan ool III where nigh technological civilizations exist hmoit 
by side with groups only siigntly removed from the Palaeolithic.

.. . w ffflfif
I i .Up ?ta Whatron. y8 should appear m November,
boy and- aliSha,tmU' * * 13 Dynatron,a firat unnish

by Mitcn- 
of gafxa. 
MIT team 

tion of 
all directions as has boon

side 
RT

Hmram, 
uosnwowboyo-
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